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<<<<<RESUME Mission>>>>>

CMO_McDonald:
::sitting in the shuttle ready to launch:: not believing what he just saw::
CO_Adamson: 
::in SBOPs staring at George, hoping he knows she had nothing to do with the explosions.::
FCO_O`Guinn: 
::Standing at console engineering on Shelby::
CTO_Ayidee: 
::On Shelby station, reviewing the information just acquired.::
Randi: 
CMO:  I am going after Dvari and heaven help me when I find her ::gets up out of her chair and leaves the shuttle::
AXO_O`Guinn: 
::looks around grumbling about CEO's who can't watch what they are doing and wind up being passed out from getting in the way of a fleeing mob::
Dvari: 
::trying to find her way back to the shuttle with the little girl in her arms::
Randi: 
::runs across the shuttle bay and go through the doors::
CMO_McDonald: 
Randi: here take this. ::hands her a hypo:: if she doesn't come willingly. sedate her.
FCO_O`Guinn: 
::taps commands into console still trying to get the ventilation systems online::
CSO_Hewitt: 
::collapsed outside door from explosion with the twins::
ATO_Prasosh: 
::walks over to Ayidee and looks at the info:: CTO: Anything useful, sir?
MO_LtJg_Thoren: 
::sittin in the shuttle waiting looking for Dvari::
Dvari: 
Precious: Don't worry, I'll get you out of here.
Randi: 
::goes through the door at a run, then spies a figure that looks familiar to her, with two children crying::
ACO_Williams: 
CO: Captain I regretably I must ask you to voluntarily place yourself on inactive duty.
TO_Tough: 
::stands with the FCO, not willing to leave him here alone::
CTO_Ayidee: 
TO: We have a situation here.  See if you can locate any sources of Dimethyloxyethanol on the station.  It seems to be the cause of the explosions.
CMO_McDonald: 
::taps his commbadge:: *CO*: Dvari's done it again! taken off!
AXO_O`Guinn: 
::sets about seeing what I can do to straighten out this mess...calls the Huron and has Pip start beaming over people as he can lock on them::
CO_Adamson: 
ACO:  George you can't mean that.  You know very well I had nothing to do with this.
Randi: 
::Kneeling down she discovers it is Mara and her children::  
*CMO*:  I need help here, I am just outside the door.
ACO_Williams: 
*CMO* She is a civilian, she can go where she pleases, leave without her if you have to
CTO_Ayidee: 
Computer: During what time were Captain Adamson's codes used to cover the use of the Dimethyloxyethenol?
Randi: 
::reaches into her med kit and pulls out her tricorder, and begins scanning Mara::
ATO_Prasosh: 
CTO: Aye! ::goes over to teh nearest console and tries to get some respons from the internal sensors::
CMO_McDonald: 
*Randi*: I'm on my way. ::shuts the shuttle down and grabs a medkit and runs out the door:: notices Rnadi and a familiar face::
Dvari: 
::moves through the smoke slowly::
FCO_O`Guinn: 
TO: I thought I told you to get out....::listens to the alarms:: You hear those....that means abandon ship. ::hits the console with fist...taps in another series of commands::
CMO_McDonald: 
CSO: Mara! ::kneels down::
Shelby_Comp: 
*CTO* Affirmative, Captain Adamson's codes were used for such request
CTO_Ayidee: 
TO: When you find it have the Huron beam all the gas out into space leaving the containers behind for investigation.
Randi: 
CMO:  I think she has a concussion, but otherwise appears to be all right, I am going to scan the twins now.
ACO_Williams: 
CO: I understand that, and no Captain I cannot believe you had anything to do with this, however according to reg if you don't step down I will have to place you under arrest
AXO_O`Guinn: 
*ACO*: I have the Huron activating the evac transporters to try and clear this mess...I also have a team member down...he got in the way of this mob and got run over. I think he will be ok...just knocked out right now.
CTO_Ayidee: 
Computer: During what time periods.
FCO_O`Guinn: 
::pulls tricorder moves over to the Ventilation console and starts to scan::
Dvari: 
::steps over body after body::
CMO_McDonald: 
Randi: Do it.. I'm going after Dvari..
ATO_Prasosh: 
CTO: Will do, sir... ::continues working::
CO_Adamson: 
::glares:: ACO:  Fine...  ::jaw tight and vows to slowly strangle whoever stoled her codes.::
ACO_Williams: 
*AXO* Keep up the good work Lt
CMO_McDonald: 
~~~~Dvari: Get your butt back here young lady~~~~
MO_LtJg_Thoren: 
::Wonders what is taking so lonfg for the counselor to get a transporter lock on Dvari::
AXO_O`Guinn: 
*ACO*: Aye sir. ::cuts the com muttering about good work...this is a mess if I ever saw one::
Precious: 
Dvar: I'm scared...I want my mommy!
Shelby_Comp: 
*CTO* 0800 Hours and 0915 Hours on Stardate 10108.04
CSO_Hewitt: 
::begin to move alittle:: Lennier: What Happened?
Randi: 
::injests a mild stimulant into Mara::
TO_Tough: 
FCO:  Sorry, Sir.  My orders were that no-one was to remain here alone
ACO_Williams: 
Computer: Effective imediately revoke all authorisation to Captain Adamson
CMO_McDonald: 
Mara: An explosion happened. Randi is going to get you and the twins to our shuttle
Dvari: 
~~~~CMO: I'm coming. ~~~~
FCO_O`Guinn: 
TO: You smelll that gas?
CTO_Ayidee: 
Computer: Cross reference with Station internal sensors and verify whether the Captain could have inputed these codes.
CO_Adamson: 
::tries to block out what George is telling the computer.::
AXO_O`Guinn: 
::looks around for the rest of my team not seeing them mutters some more:: *Evac Team*: Evac Team report.
Randi: 
Mara:  Lean on me, and I will help you.
CMO_McDonald: 
~~~~Dvari: sorry sweety but a sedative is waiting here for you.~~~~
Dvari: 
Precious: Hang on to my neck sweety. We'll get out of this soon.
Shelby_Comp: 
*ACO* Negative. Command Authorization Required. Grade of Captain or higher
TO_Tough: 
::sniffs the air::  FCO:  Yeah, I smell it, too.  What is it?
CSO_Hewitt: 
CMO_MCDonald: Say again? ::Starts to fall asleep again::
MO_LtJg_Thoren: 
CNS: Do you need help witht he transporters? ::Getting impatient::
Dvari: 
~~~~CMO: No need, I have a reason. Please understand.~~~~
ATO_Prasosh: 
::detects large amounts of gas and arranges the transport, thouh not all of it shows up on sensors::
CMO_McDonald: 
CSO: an explosion occurred..
Randi: 
::grabs Mara and shakes her just a little::
CO_Adamson: 
::sighs:: COmputer:  Restrict authorization of Capt Chloe Adamson until further notice, disable all her command codes.  ::looks at George.::  ACO:  Happy ?

ACTION: Environment systems begin to flicker back to life. Emergency vents come back online

CSO_Hewitt: 
Randi: STop I am awake....The Twins?
CMO_McDonald: 
~~~~Dvari: I have my orders hun. I'm sorry. just get back here asap~~~~
Randi: 
Mara:  You have to stay awake, I can't help if you pass out.  We have to think of the twins!
CO_Adamson: 
::turns her back to him.::
CTO_Ayidee: 
*FCO*: Any luck down there yet?
AXO_O`Guinn: 
::watches as more people are transported to the Huron::
ACO_Williams: 
CO: No Ma'am I will not be happy until we find who really did this
Dvari: 
::continues to step over bodies trying to reach the shuttle::
AXO_O`Guinn: 
::goes to the computer and starts running scans to see how many are left and where::
CO_Adamson: 
ACO:  Makes two of us.
ACO_Williams: 
*CTO* Report to the Control Tower
MO_LtJg_Thoren: 
::doesn't hear any answer from the counselor, then sees Dvari:: Dvari: Over here, hurry.

ACTION: Fire surpression systems go online throught the station in all areas

FCO_O`Guinn: 
*CTO*: Aye Tio vent systems are coming back online now....How are things going up there?
CMO_McDonald: 
Randi: how is she?
Randi: 
::putting one of Mara's arms around her neck, she props her up and grabs one of the twins hands, with the other holding the other twin and they make their way into the shuttle bay::
ATO_Prasosh: 
CTO: I've located most of the gas, but a certain volume of it doesn't show up on internal sensors.
CO_Adamson: 
ACO:  I want this persons head on a platter George.  ::slams her fist against the desk.::
CSO_Hewitt: 
Randi: Alright....Which way?
ATO_Prasosh: 
*ACO* On my way sir. ::leaves and heads for the control tower::
Dvari: 
::finally spots the shuttle::
TO_Tough: 
FCO:  Sir, you did it!!!
CTO_Ayidee: 
*ACO*: On my way, sir.  ::Uses PADD to continue computer search.
ACO_Williams: 
CO: Understood, it will be my pleasure
Randi: 
Mara:  Just a little further ::pointing to the shuttle::
CSO_Hewitt: 
::follows Randi and trys to help with the twins::
Dvari: 
::hops over some crates and debris::
MO_LtJg_Thoren: 
::heads over to the  flight controls, getting ready to fly it herself if she has to::
FCO_O`Guinn: 
TO: I knew all those engineering class came in handy for something. ::laughs:: Now lets see what we can find down her.

ACTION: tremmors can be heard, a chunk of deck lands approx 3 meters from the AXO's location

Randi: 
*CMO*: We are almost in the shuttle, if you are coming, it better be now.
AXO_O`Guinn: 
::gets the containment teams back working on containing the pockets of gas still remaining::
CMO_McDonald: 
~~~~Dvari: where are you?~~~~
TO_Tough: 
::laughs::  FCO:  Yes, sir.
AXO_O`Guinn: 
::jumps and screams::
Dvari: 
~~~~CMO: Almost there doctor.~~~~
Randi: 
Mara:  Ok, take it easy going up the ramp...
AXO_O`Guinn: 
*ACO*: Sir it's falling apart. ::nearly screaming into the com badge::
Shelby_Comp: 
*CTO* Video logs do not concur
CMO_McDonald: 
::waits for Dvari::
ACO_Williams: 
*AXO* Cooridate from the Huron if you have to
CSO_Hewitt: 
:: Go up the ramp but stop half way:: Randi: Where is CMO_McDonald?
Dvari: 
::climbs the ramp to the shuttle and steps inside exhausted::
AXO_O`Guinn: 
*ACO*: Aye sir...I will stay as long as I can. ::trying to calm down::
TO_Tough: 
::follows the FCO::
FCO_O`Guinn: 
::taps in commands...pulls up the duty log of Shelby's Cheif Engineer::
CMO_McDonald: 
::notices Dvari inside the shuttle::
CTO_Ayidee: 
ACO: Sir, I'm continuing the investigation, what can I do for you?
Randi: 
Mara:  He will be here shortly, lets get inside and get you settled.  I have to prepare the shuttle.
AXO_O`Guinn: 
::checks to see where there are still people on the station::
CMO_McDonald: 
::walks up behind her:: taps her on the shoulder::
Dvari: 
~~~~CMO: I'm in the shuttle.~~~~
CO_Adamson: 
::nods to Tio and Prasosh as they enter.::
CTO_Ayidee: 
Computer: Who do the video logs show used the codes?
CMO_McDonald: 
~~~~Dvari: I know~~~~ ::chuckles::
 
ACTION: the FCO read's Delta's CEO's personal log, some very disturbing passages are enclosed

FCO_O`Guinn: 
*CTO*: Tio come in.
CSO_Hewitt: 
Randi: OK....~~~~~~~It's good to see you again.~~~~~~
Shelby_Comp: 
*CTO* Unable to compute at this time
CTO_Ayidee: 
*FCO*: Go ahead, Patrick.  Air seems a bit better already.
TO_Tough: 
FCO:  I take it you found something interesting ...
Randi: 
::ignores Mara and starts the sequence again to get them out of the shuttle bay::
Dvari: 
MO: Nice to see you again. ::smiles and collapses::
ACO_Williams: 
ATO: You will stay with Captain Adamson for the time being, she is not under arrest at this moment, but if she should do anything that may endanger this station you will place her under arrest is that understood.
AXO_O`Guinn: 
::checks where the shuttles landed:: Self: Blast it all they should have already taken off.
CMO_McDonald: 
~~~~Randi: hang on a second. I have to do something~~~~
CTO_Ayidee: 
Computer:  Who used the console immediately before the codes were entered?
AXO_O`Guinn: 
*Randi*: Why haven't you taken off yet?
CSO_Hewitt: 
::sits down and holds one of the twins::
ATO_Prasosh: 
ACO: Aye sir, I understand... ::nods and turns to the Captain::
Randi: 
*CMO*: I am ready to leave.
CMO_McDonald: 
Dvari: The little one will be fine. now hold your arm out please..
FCO_O`Guinn: 
*CTO*: I have found some disturbing information in the duty log of Shelby's CEO. I am going to down load it to a PADD and bring it up.
CMO_McDonald: 
*Randi*: good be there in a second.
Randi: 
*AXO: Shannon, long story, but I am ready to depart.  Now I am waiting on the
Randi: 
CMO.
Shelby_Comp: 
*CTO* Lieutenant Commander Henry Blackman, Chief Engineer
CTO_Ayidee: 
*FCO*: Very good, we're in the Command center.
FCO_O`Guinn: 
::picks PADD up down loads the duty log::
AXO_O`Guinn: 
*Randi*: Drag him on the shuttle if you have to but get out of here...the station is falling apart.
CMO_McDonald: 
::notices hes there alone::
CO_Adamson: 
ACO:  Is this necessary I'm not going anywhere.  I can't go anywhere but the Huron.
TO_Tough: 
FCO:  You ready to get out of here, Sir?
CMO_McDonald: 
::runs over to the right shuttle::
CTO_Ayidee: 
Computer:  Where is Lieutenant Commander Blackman right now?
CSO_Hewitt: 
::put the down baby:: Kesh: Stay here....::walks to where Randi is::
CMO_McDonald: 
::boards::
Randi: 
*AXO*:  Aye Maam!  ::wonders what is everyone's problem::
FCO_O`Guinn: 
*CTO*: Acknowledged Tio.....Is Shelby's CO up there we might want to ask him some questions.

ACTION: Damage Control Teams report all fires are either extinguished or under control

FCO_O`Guinn: 
TO: Yes Mr. Tough lets go.
AXO_O`Guinn: 
*CTO*: Parts of the station are falling apart...keep a check on your team.
CMO_McDonald: 
Randi: Let's Go.
ACO_Williams: 
CO: It is protocol Ma'am ::Really hopes he is doing the right thing::
Randi: 
::starts to get out of her seat when the CMO appears::
CMO: Buckle up, we are out of here!
CTO_Ayidee: 
*FCO*: Affirmative, as are Captain Adamson and Captain Williams.
TO_Tough: 
FCO:  Aye, Sir.  ::follows the FCO::
Shelby_Comp: 
*CTO* Lieutenant Commander Blackman is reported MIA
CMO_McDonald: 
::sits down in the CO Pilots seat::
Randi: 
*AXO*:  Maam, everyone is aboard, finally, we are out of here!
ATO_Prasosh: 
::stands next to the Captain, smiles weakly and sighs::
Dvari: 
::looks at Precious and smiles:: Precious: See I told you we would be safe.
AXO_O`Guinn: 
::keeps checking for people and pockets of gas:: *Randi*: Acknowledged.
Randi: 
::gently lifts the shuttle off the bay floor and waits for the doors to open::
MO_LtJg_Thoren: 
CNS: Alright let's go.
FCO_O`Guinn: 
::heads out the door stepping in JT starts the climb up to the command center:: TO: When we get up there I want you to see if you can find where Shelby's CEO is.
CNS_Varesh: 
~~~~Randi: She's on board, lets go.~~~~
CO_Adamson: 
ATO:  Ens, your just doing your job.  There are no hard feelings here.
CTO_Ayidee: 
ACO: According to the computer the Captain wasn't the one who accessed the codes.  Immediately before the codes were entered the station was used by Lt. Commander Blackman, who is now reported MIA.  I think we have a suspect.
AXO_O`Guinn: 
::checks the computer readout and sees the shuttles taking off::
TO_Tough: 
::climbs with the FCO:: FCO:  Aye, Sir.
CNS_Varesh: 
::takes off after Randi's shuttle::
Randi: 
~~~~V:  When someone opens the doors I will be glad to leave.~~~~
ACO_Williams: 
CTO: Check the Huron to see if he was transported there
ATO_Prasosh: 
CO: Thank you captain.
CTO_Ayidee: 
Computer: Report last known location of Commander Blackman.
MO_LtJg_Thoren: 
::mans the shutttle's weapons, ready to fire at the doors if need be::
FCO_O`Guinn: 
::reaches the command center stepping out of JT walks over to Tio:: CTO: Tio have a look at this. ::hands Tio the PADD::
CNS_Varesh: 
~~~~Randi: Always the sense of humor.~~~~
AXO_O`Guinn: 
::trying to stay busy and keep myself from thinking about all the destruction I have seen here::
TO_Tough: 
::emerges into the command centre::
Dvari: 
Varesh: Tell them to hurry please.
CMO_McDonald: 
~~~~Dvari: You know i'm going to have to report your little disappearing act to the ACO~~~~
CTO_Ayidee: 
COM: Huron: Ens. Angeltra: Have security spread through all decks for crowd control.  Check and see if a Commander Blackman is aboard from the station.

ACTION: All Bay doors slowly open

Randi: 
::watches the doors open and moves the shuttle out into space::
ACO_Williams: 
*AXO* Status Report?
CO_Adamson: 
ACO:  George who is this Cmdr Blackman ?
AXO_O`Guinn: 
*ACO*: Sir, except for the Investigation team, my evac and containment teams the only others I can find on the station are with you.
Dvari: 
~~~~CMO: I can explain, please doctor don't do that.~~~~
CTO_Ayidee: 
::Reads the logs and hands them to the ACO.::  ACO: I think we have our suspect for certain.
Shelby_Comp: 
*CTO* Lt. Commander Blackman was last reported in the area of the explosion at 0855 hours
CNS_Varesh: 
Dvari: I'd love to, but doors don't react well to verbal commands in vacuum.
FCO_O`Guinn: 
::looks over at ACO and CO:: CO/ACO: Sorry Ma'am...Sir.
TO_Tough: 
::overhears the report on Commander Blackman and turns to the FCO:  Sir, permission to go to the blast area and commence my search.
CSO_Hewitt: 
::holding Kesh and starts to collapse again::
Randi: 
OPS: This is Randi, permission to land on the Huron?
MO_LtJg_Thoren: 
::looks back to check on the shuttle's passengers::
CTO_Ayidee: 
Computer: Is that area of the station reported as safe for investigation yet?
FCO_O`Guinn: 
TO: Granted Mr. Tough.
CMO_McDonald: 
~~~~Dvari: I know you have a good reason for it but you knew the rules~~~~
CO_Adamson: 
::can't believe this is happening to her.::
Dvari: 
::reaches over and grabs Varesh's arm:: Varesh: Is he safe?
ATO_Prasosh: 
::arches a brow::
TO_Tough: 
::nods and leaves the Command Centre heading for the blast area::
Shelby_Comp: 
*CTO* Affirmative
OPS_Pip: 
@COM: Randi: Permission granted. Welcome back.
FCO_O`Guinn: 
CTO: Well Tio what ya think?
Randi: 
@ OPS: Coming in now, with one other shuttle right behind me.
AXO_O`Guinn: 
*ACO*: Sir did you get my last report?
CTO_Ayidee: 
CO: Commander Blackman is the station Chief Engineer.  He used the station your codes were used on immediately before you, and was at the explosion site minutes before the explosion.  His final logs are...dark.
CNS_Varesh: 
Dvari: I hope so...
TO_Tough: 
::arrives at the blast area and searches for Blackman's DNA or any trace he was here::
Ops_Pip: 
@::opens the shuttle bay doors for the incoming shuttles::
CO_Adamson: 
CTO:  That is just it.  I never used the station console.  What do you mean dark ?
ACO_Williams: 
CTO: How long before did he use the station?
Dvari: 
Varesh: He just has to be.
CO_Adamson: 
::slides down into a chair.::
Randi: 
@::enters the Huron and lands gently::
ACO_Williams: 
*AXO* Recieved, commence decontamination procedures
CNS_Varesh: 
@Dvari: He will...  ::lands the shuttle next to Randi's::
CTO_Ayidee: 
CO: Suicidal, talk of explosions, death.  I believe he is our suspect.
Randi: 
@CMO:  Perhaps we should just beam everyone to sickbay?
AXO_O`Guinn: 
*ACO*: Aye sir.
CMO_McDonald: 
@Randi: Splendid idea..
CMO_McDonald: 
@Randi: Start transport procedures.
AXO_O`Guinn: 
*Evac Team*: Get back to the Huron.
Randi: 
@OPS: Beam everyone on this shuttle directly to sickbay.
CO_Adamson: 
::shudders at the description:: CTO:  How does one like that get past our conselors.
Dvari: 
@::hangs on to Precious tightly::
Randi: 
@Mara:  Hold onto the twins so you won't be separated.
CTO_Ayidee: 
ACO: Just before, according to the computer.
Ops_Pip: 
@*Randi*: Acknowledged. ::starts beaming the folks in the shuttles directly to sickbay::
CSO_Hewitt: 
::nods and picks up twins::
ACO_Williams: 
CTO: Can the computer be more precise?
Randi: 
@::materializes in a crowded sickbay::
CNS_Varesh: 
@*OPS*: Beam all occupants of the shuttle to sickbay,  have serious cases on board.
CTO_Ayidee: 
Computer: How long before Captain Adamson's codes were used did Commander Blackman use the console?
CMO_McDonald: 
@::Notices himself materializing in sickbay:: Randi: I'm going to my office, you can treat Mara and the twins..
Randi: 
Mara:  Let me have the twins, and you get up on this biobed now.
TO_Tough: 
::begins to float ... realises there's no gravity in here::
Shelby_Comp: 
*CTO* 47.3 seconds
ATO_Prasosh: 
CO/ACO: Perhaps there is a reason for his behavior. I wouldn't exclude outside interference of blackmail, ma'am, sir.
CSO_Hewitt: 
::looks around sickbay:: RAndi : I am fine .
AXO_O`Guinn: 
*Containment Team*: Begin decontamination procedures.
CO_Adamson: 
ATO:  I want his head, Ens.
Randi: 
Mara:  NO arguing, lie down and let me look at your vitals.
CTO_Ayidee: 
ATO: Join Ens. Tough in the bay, I dont' want anyone alone until the station is secure.
Containment Team 2B Leader: 
*AXO*: Aye ma'am...on it now.
MO_LtJg_Thoren: 
@::looks around sickbay at all the people, and decides to get to work treating them::
CNS_Varesh: 
@::apppears in SiB and starts treating the catatonic boy:: CMO: I need help over here if you can.
Randi: 
Nurse Howard:  Over here, I need to to take the twins and check them over.
CSO_Hewitt: 
Randi: Alright....::swear under my breath::
ACO_Williams: 
ATO: I want a complete biographic work up on this Blackman
CMO_McDonald: 
@CNS: right away.. ::walks over to the CNS:: Varesh: Yes, V
TO_Tough: 
*CTO*:  Tough to Ayidee.  Sir, I'm reading Cmdr Blackman's DNA in the area ... unfortunately it's splattered all over.  It's possible  he was caught in the explosion.
FCO_O`Guinn: 
::walks over to console pulls up the rest of the CEO's duty log...trying to find how far back this goes::
AXO_O`Guinn: 
*ACO*: Decontanimation procedures are under way. ::heads for the command tower::
Dvari: 
@::feels Precious shaking:: Precious: It's alright now, I'm here and these people will help you.
Nurse Howard: 
Randi:  Yes, I will take them ::reaches down and picks them up, heading to pediatrics::
CTO_Ayidee: 
*TO*: Understood.  Is there enough to account for his body?  I want to make sure this isn't a ruse of some kind.
Randi: 
Mara:  Now lie down and relax, and let me do this properly.
ATO_Prasosh: 
::nods at the captain, then turns to Ayidee:: CTO: On my way.  ACO: Aye sir! ::leaves::
FCO_O`Guinn: 
::starts reading Duty Logs::
CMO_McDonald: 
::looks over to Mara:: ~~~~Mara: Do as she says please~~~~
CNS_Varesh: 
CMO: Lenny, this boy is catatonic, I only know enough to stabilize him.
TO_Tough: 
*CTO*:  Scanning now, Sir.  One other thing.  There's no gravity in here.  Would it be possible for someone to fix the gravity systems.
AXO_O`Guinn: 
::enters the command tower and comes to attention:: ACO/CO: Sir, ma'am the investigation team and those in here are all that are left on the station.
Randi: 
::watches the monitors as they scan Mara::
CTO_Ayidee: 
ACO: He used the console less than a minute before the codes were entered.
Precious: 
Dvari: I'm scared.
ATO_Prasosh: 
::moves to the TO's position and notices the zero-G in there::
FCO_O`Guinn: 
CTO: I'm on it Tio.
CMO_McDonald: 
CNS: V, Okie, Let me see if i can reach him empathically.. ::Looks into the boys eyes and starts probing the boys mind::
FCO_O`Guinn: 
::pulls up engineering commands tapping in the command to add gravity to the hanger bay::
ATO_Prasosh: 
TO: I don't like this... ::floating around feeling dizzy::
ACO_Williams: 
Computer: Restore Captain Adamson's command Aurthorization
CSO_Hewitt: 
Randi: How is  staying with CO_McDonald?
TO_Tough: 
::completes the scan and notices the ATO arrive::  ATO:  Looks like we found our Engineer ....

ACTION: the Investigation team begins to fall

CO_Adamson: 
::smiles::  ACO:  Thank you George.
CNS_Varesh: 
::goes over to Randi:: Randi: You OK, sweetpea?
TO_Tough: 
*ATO*:  Sir, scans complete ... arrrgh  ::falls hard to the floor::
Dvari: 
Precious: I know you are, but we have to have you looked at. Will you let one of the doctors take a look at you, please?
MO_LtJg_Thoren: 
::runs her tricorder over a man on a biobed::
AXO_O`Guinn: 
::continues standing at attention waiting for someone to acknowledge the information::
Randi: 
Mara:  I want you to meet Varesh, he is who I am staying with.
CMO_McDonald: 
::Starts to feel himself getting through to the child:: watches as the Child starts to stir::
ATO_Prasosh: 
::looks around:: TO: Err... where? Ahh.. Wooow!! ::drops to the floor flat out on his back::
FCO_O`Guinn: 
::goes back to reading over the duty logs::
Precious: 
Dvari: Only if you stay with me. ::wipes her eyes::
CTO_Ayidee: 
Computer: Any references in Commander Blackman's record pointing to a possible connection to any subversive groups?
CMO_McDonald: 
::Looks over at Dvari: ~~~~Dvari: I'm comfortable if you want to look at the child~~~~
CSO_Hewitt: 
Randi: What? What happen to staying with CO_McDonald?
ACO_Williams: 
CO: Thank you for your understanding Ma'am
CNS_Varesh: 
::nods at Mara:: CSO: Pleased to meet you, if only it was more pleasant conditions.

ACTION: the ATO has several broken bones from the fall, the TO has a steel rod through her arm

Dvari: 
Precious: Ok, I will.
Randi: 
::ignores both V and Mara::
CSO_Hewitt: 
CNS_Varesh: Nice to meet you too...::wondering what has happened.
Dvari: 
~~~~CMO: That would be much easier on her. Thanks doctor.~~~~
Randi: 
Mara:  You have a slight concussion, but you will be fine.  I want you go to your quarters and rest.  We need this bed for someone who is more injured that you are.
MO_LtJg_Thoren: 
::takes a hypo from a nurse and gives the woman a sedative::
ATO_Prasosh: 
::tries to sit up but fails, feeling everything in his body hurts::
CNS_Varesh: 
CSO: Sorry we can't explain more now... I have to get back to my patients.
CMO_McDonald: 
~~~~Dvari: Just do a writeup for me so i can check your diagnosis and treatment plan~~~~
ACO_Williams: 
Computer: Open a channel to Starbase 71, Admiral Skyler Priority One
FCO_O`Guinn: 
CTO: Tio according to what I have read....these entries go back a few weeks.
Dvari: 
::picks up a tricorder:: Precious: Precious, the doctor said that I can look you over. Would that be alright?
CSO_Hewitt: 
CMO_McDonald: I like to help if I could.
ATO_Prasosh: 
self: Ouch ::weekly::
Dvari: 
~~~~CMO: Yes doctor.~~~~
TO_Tough: 
::looks over to her arm and sees a rod sticking through it ... groans in pain:: *CTO*:  Sir ......... we ...... need ...... help.......... injured ........ help us ...............
RADM_Skyler: 
*ACO* Talk to me
Randi: 
Mara:  I am your doctor.  Now please, do as I ask.
CNS_Varesh: 
::goes back to Lennier:: CMO: Can you do anything?
CMO_McDonald: 
CSO: Mara, no, you and the twins need rest.. i'm ordering you to your quarters for 24 hours to recover..
ATO_Prasosh: 
::spots the TO:: TO: Hey, are you still there? ::worried::
CO_Adamson: 
ACO:  Ok George we should get back to the ship soon.  ::is suddenly very tired from the past week.::
CTO_Ayidee: 
FCO: Any sign he was working with anyone else?  This would make a wonderful diversion.  Draw Star Fleet to... *TO*: What happened?  Are you OK?
CNS_Varesh: 
::points to the boy::
Precious: 
Dvari: Ok! ::smiles a bit::
Randi: 
::turns and looks at Lennier::
TO_Tough: 
::weakly::  ATO:  Yeah I'm here ... moans in pain::
CMO_McDonald: 
CNS: I can only bring him part way out of the catatonic state. Its like he's shutting everyone and everything out. as if he's hiding something.
FCO_O`Guinn: 
CTO: Still reading trying to find that information now.
ACO_Williams: 
*Skyler* Decontamination is underway, this was sabatage sir, from what we can find the perp was killed in the attack
ATO_Prasosh: 
::taps chest, but his combadge fell off and is nowhere in sight::
CSO_Hewitt: 
::looks at Randi::RAndi: Ok but I want to see you after your shift...
CTO_Ayidee: 
COM: CMO: Doctor, we have injured crew in the shuttle bay, give me a second to secure the area, but I'll need assistance very soon.
CSO_Hewitt: 
::takes twins and leave sickbay::
RADM_Skyler: 
*ACO* Copy that. I want a full report, keep me apprised Commander
Dvari: 
::runs the scanner over the child's body:: Precious: See that didn't hurt did it?
Randi: 
Mara:  That may be some time.  As you can see, we are overloaded at the moment.
CNS_Varesh: 
CMO: Hiding? ::frowns:: Is it safe to sedate him for now?
AXO_O`Guinn: 
::continues standing at attention waiting for someone to acknowledge the information::
CMO_McDonald: 
COM:CTO: beam them aboard to the huron i'll take them here.
ATO_Prasosh: 
TO: I can't move... myself... either. My back... ::tries to shift position but it hurts too much::
CTO_Ayidee: 
Computer: Transport me to Shuttlebay, edge of room.  ::Draws Phaser and waits for the Transporter to carry him.::
ACO_Williams: 
*Skyler* Yes sir
MO_LtJg_Thoren: 
::goes on to the next patient::
CMO_McDonald: 
CNS: yes it is safe to sedate him.
FCO_O`Guinn: 
::starts reading trying to find information on who the CEO might have been working on::
CSO_Hewitt: 
~~~~~Randi:That's fine~~~~~
Precious: 
Dvari: Nope...that was fun. Do it again?
CNS_Varesh: 
::grabs a hypo and sedates the boy, moving on to the next patient::

ACTION: the CTO arrives in the hangar bay

Randi: 
~~~~Mara:  Sorry, but I just don't have the time to talk to you right now.~~~~
MO_LtJg_Thoren: 
::asks a nurse for the dermal regenerator,  and runs it over a badly burnt man::
CMO_McDonald: 
::hears the conversation between Dvari and the littlle child:: ~~~~Dvari: keep it up your doing fine~~~~
TO_Tough: 
::tries to sit up and uses her good arm to scan the ATO::  ATO:  looks like you've broken several bones ... ::collapses to the floor again::

ACTION: the FCO's querries are inconclusive

Dvari: 
::smiles and runs the scanner over her again:: Precious: There we go, all done.
CTO_Ayidee: 
::Materializes in the shuttlebay, crouched with Phaser drawn.  Sees the two casualties and no one else.::
CO_Adamson: 
*AXO*:  Shannon this is Capt Adamson, have the rest of our people beamed out, only the investigation team remaining and not for very long.
Randi: 
::moves away and goes to the next patient and begins the diagnostic procedures::
CSO_Hewitt: 
~~~~~Randi: Make time.......thats final~~~~~
AXO_O`Guinn: 
::clears throat:: CO: Ma'am I am standing right here.
FCO_O`Guinn: 
*CTO*: Tio there is nothing in the logs that would say who the CEO was working for.
ATO_Prasosh: 
TO: You don't say... err... Tough? ::sees her collapse::
Dvari: 
~~~~CMO: Thanks, she checks out alright, thank goodness.~~~~
CO_Adamson: 
AXO:  I'm sorry Shannon, its not been a good day.  ::turns and faces her.::  Excellent job your doing Lt.
CNS_Varesh: 
::moves among the injured, treating them as best he can.::
CTO_Ayidee: 
COM:  CMO: Correct me if I'm wrong, but I thought it was dangerous to transport injured personel before stabalizing.  The room appears safe, but the two officers are injured bad.
ATO_Prasosh: 
::spots Ayidee:: CTO: We're ::cough:: here... ouch...
CMO_McDonald: 
~~~~Dvari: I'm going to assign you to her for now~~~~ keep her out of trouble..
CTO_Ayidee: 
ATO:  What happened?
Randi: 
~~~~V:  We need to have a talk, as soon as we can... I ...~~~~
CTO_Ayidee: 
*FCO*: Doesn't say who or doesn't say he was with someone?
AXO_O`Guinn: 
::smiles:: CO: I understand ma'am. I need to beam all of you off the station...that will leave the investigation team only.
TO_Tough: 
::passes out from the pain and blood loss::
Dvari: 
Precious: You're fine, just a little dirty from all that smoke. We can clean you up later.
ACO_Williams: 
CO: Ma'am with all due respect, shouldn't that order have come through me
CO_Adamson: 
::slowly nods::  AXO:  Make it so Lt.  Cmdr WIlliams can continue.
CSO_Hewitt: 
::takes twin and heads for her quarter's::
CNS_Varesh: 
~~~~Randi: I know, and yes, when we're a tad less busy.~~~~
Dvari: 
~~~~CMO: I'll keep an eye on her doctor.~~~~
ATO_Prasosh: 
CTO: Gravity came back... online. No.. warning. We fell. ::groans:: My back.. and her.. ::gestures to Touch::
CO_Adamson: 
ACO:  NOted Cmdr, but I'm still ranking officer, unless your going to arrest me anyway.
FCO_O`Guinn: 
*CTO*: The logs were inconclusive Tio. The only thing I can do now is try to hack in to his personal log.
AXO_O`Guinn: 
::grimaces...so confused not sure who I should be talking to right now::
CNS_Varesh: 
::blocks out the patients' pain and continues treating them::
CSO_Hewitt: 
::enters quarter's  with twins and puts them down for a nap::
CMO_McDonald: 
~~~~Dvari: if anything changes with her bring her back~~~~
ACO_Williams: 
AXO: Get everyone outside this room except for the investigators off the station
CTO_Ayidee: 
COM: CMO: I need a Medic over here now!  I have an officer impaled through her arm, bleading bad.  I don't know if she is stable enough to transport.

ACTION: Huron Sensors pick up on a Sabre Class Vessel on approach to Delta Main

ATO_Prasosh: 
CTO: Tio.. her first... ::head falls back::
Randi: 
::stops for a moment, reaches for a osteo-regenerator and begins working on the patients legs, both broken in numerous places::
Dvari: 
~~~~CMO: Of course doctor.~~~~
CMO_McDonald: 
COM:CTO: I'm on my way..
MO_LtJg_Thoren: 
::gos to another patient::
CO_Adamson: 
::reb at George::
CMO_McDonald: 
MO/CNS: You two are in charge here.
FCO_O`Guinn: 
::taps in commands trying to bring up the CEO's personal log::
AXO_O`Guinn: 
::wonders why people don't listen:: ACO: Sir we in here and the investigation team are all that remains on the station.
CTO_Ayidee: 
::Carefully cuts the object impaling the arm and tries pressure to stop the bleading.::  TO: Hold on, help's on the way.
CNS_Varesh: 
::gives Lenny an absent minded nod and takes care of some internal bleeding::
CMO_McDonald: 
::grabs a medkit and walks out of sickbay to the nearest TR::
ACO_Williams: 
AXO: Understood. Resume your duties aboard the Huron
ATO_Prasosh: 
::decides not to try moving again::
CO_Adamson: 
::bites her tongue.::
AXO_O`Guinn: 
::shakes my head trying not to glare:: ACO: Acknowledged. ::punches in a code and is transported bacy to the Huron::
CMO_McDonald: 
*ACO*: I'm giong back to the Station we have an impaled person..
Randi: 
::watch as the bones begin to knit::
CMO_McDonald: 
::transports over to the CTO:: CTO: okie, I'm here.
CNS_Varesh: 
~~~~Randi: Sweetpea, what's bothering you, and don't tell me nothing.~~~~
ACO_Williams: 
*CMO* Get him back to the Huron
Dvari: 
Precious: Now can you wait here while I do something and promise you won't move a muscle?
AXO_O`Guinn: 
::materializes on the Huron and goes running for the bridge::
CMO_McDonald: 
*ACO*: Acknowledged as soon as he's stable enough for transport we're back..
CO_Adamson: 
ACO:  George its time for us to get back also.
CTO_Ayidee: 
CMO: Ens. Tough is injured bad, I'm trying to stop the bleading but I'm out classed here.
Precious: 
Dvari: Sure Dvari, can I have some cookies too?
Randi: 
~~~~V:  V, there is going to be trouble with Mara, she is not happy with me, I can tell.  She doesn't know what kind of person I am now.~~~~ ::reaches down and grabs the dermal regenerator and begins healing deep gashes::
Jamie_O: 
@*COM* USS Huron, this is Lt Cmdr Thompson aboard the USS Silver Eagle.  Assigned to  Starfleet CID
FCO_O`Guinn: 
*CTO*: Tio there isn't anything else in the logs....Suggestions?
AXO_O`Guinn: 
::arrives on the bridge and brings up the controls for the equipment set up on the station...starts turning them on to finish the decontam. procedures::
CMO_McDonald: 
CTO: I'm going to try cauterizing the wound, maybe that will work.
CNS_Varesh: 
::finishes up on the patient, and goes over to the next with broken arms:::
ACO_Williams: 
::Looks around at the empty room::  CO:Ma'am I have to ask this, officially are you assuming command of the Huron?
Randi: 
::with her other hand she grabs a hypospray and injects the patient with antibiotics::
AXO_O`Guinn: 
COM: Silver Eagle: This is Lt. Shannon O'Guinn acting XO.
CMO_McDonald: 
::grabs a cauterizer and goes over the wound noticing the wound is stopping bleeding very quickly::
MO_LtJg_Thoren: 
::runs tricorder over an unconsious man:: Nurse: This one is dead, put the body int he morgue and give the bed to someone else.
Dvari: 
Precious: If you're good, I'll get you some of my famous chocolate supreme fudge brownies. ::smiles::
CNS_Varesh: 
~~~~Randi: We'll handle that when it comes to it, I won't give you up without a fight.~~~
CO_Adamson: 
ACO:  As soon as I set foot back on her.  I'm saying this as your friend.  We can't do anything more now.  The CTO will bring us the evidence when he has it.
Jamie_O: 
@COM *AXO* we have been ordered in to continue the investigation, please advise
TO_Tough: 
::begins to regain consciousness::  Self:  Where am I?
CTO_Ayidee: 
*FCO*: We can try checking his communications over the past month.  I think it may be wise to inform Star Fleet someone may have used this as a diversion.
CMO_McDonald: 
::checks the TO's Vitals:: CTO: the TO is stabilizing.
Precious: 
Dvari: Oh goody....I'll be good I promise.
ATO_Prasosh: 
::tries to look to his left and see how Tough is, but has trouble concentrating::
CNS_Varesh: 
::frowns as his patient flatlines, begins resus procedures::
AXO_O`Guinn: 
COM: Silver Eagle: We have evacuated the station except for some of our command staff and the investigation team. Decontam procedures are running now.
Randi: 
::erects a sterile field and moves on to her next patient::
CSO_Hewitt: 
::sits down and rubs her forehead.....What happen to CO_McDonald......Why is Randi acting oddly?::
CMO_McDonald: 
TO: your on the station we all should transport back to the huron now..
ACO_Williams: 
CO: Understood, ma'am, I am sorry if I overstepped my bounds.
FCO_O`Guinn: 
*CTO*: Acknowledged Tio.
FCO_O`Guinn: 
::pulls up the communications of the CEO::
Jamie_O: 
@COM *AXO* you will hand over investigation to us
TO_Tough: 
::tries to get up::  CMO:  I need to speak to the CTO ... I have information for him .... ::lies back weakly::
CO_Adamson: 
ACO:  You didn't George.  You know I'm proud of you.  You did a great job handling this situation.
ACO_Williams: 
COM: Huron : Two to transport
CNS_Varesh: 
::mutters to himself:: Self: Not on my watch you don't.
AXO_O`Guinn: 
::forces myself to not rub my temples...feels a bad headache coming on:: COM: Silver Eagle: I will have to clear that with my commanding officer sir.
CTO_Ayidee: 
TO: I have it, just let the doctors help you.
CMO_McDonald: 
TO: okie i'll step away for a few minutes but your coming back to the huron for further treatment with me. no questions asked.
ACO_Williams: 
::nods at the Captains kind words::
Randi: 
::sobs as she reads the biobed, she has lost another one::
CMO_McDonald: 
::gets up and steps away to give them privacy::

ACTION: the Silver Eagle flanks alongside the Huron in formation

CNS_Varesh: 
~~~~Randi: We can't save them all, even if we want to.~~~~
ATO_Prasosh: 
::sighs as he feels the pain in his back::
Randi: 
::steps back and backs into a wall, not able to bare much more::
TO_Tough: 
CTO:  Sir ... it appears our suspect blew himself up ....
AXO_O`Guinn: 
::opens another channel:: COM: ACO/CO: Sir, ma'am...there is a Lt. Cmdr Thompson of CID here to take over the investigation. He is alongside the Huron as we speak.
TO_Tough: 
CTO:  There was enough DNA to account for a body.
Dvari: 
::smiles and walks over to Varesh:: CNS: Excuse me Varesh, but I think my small patient is going to need some counseling when all this settles down.
ATO_Prasosh: 
CMO: Would you mind? ::lies there motionless::
CO_Adamson: 
::nods to George to answer.::  ACO:  Go for it George and call back the investigation team.
FCO_O`Guinn: 
*CTO*: Tio do you have anything else?
Randi: 
::hears V, straightens her shoulders and moves on to the next patient::  Nurse:  We have another one for the morgue.
ACO_Williams: 
COM: AXO: Transport us directly to the Captains Ready room, and have CID meet us there.
AXO_O`Guinn: 
COM: ACO: Acknowledged sir.
CTO_Ayidee: 
TO: Such a sensless move.  What could cause someone to give up the will to live and cause him to do...do this?
AXO_O`Guinn: 
COM: Silver Eagle: Prepare to be beamed to the captain's RR sir.
CNS_Varesh: 
::nods at Dvari:: Dvari: Sure, once this mess gets settled a bit. Can you sort things with Marie and I'll see her as soon as I can?
CSO_Hewitt: 
::sighs......She can't be mad at me....I left her with CO_mcDonald?  I guess I findout when Randi shift ends::
AXO_O`Guinn: 
::activates the transporter grabbing the ACO and CO beaming them to the RR::
CTO_Ayidee: 
*FCO*: I think this has come down to a Computer Investigation, we can continue it more safely aboard the Huron.
CNS_Varesh: 
~~~~Randi: I don't want to sound heartless, sweetpea, but there is only so much we can do.~~~~
TO_Tough: 
CTO:  Maybe it was accidental.  But human history is rife with fanatics who would do such a thing
CO_Adamson: 
::Materializes in the RR::
Dvari: 
CNS: Sure I can. What's going on?
CO_Adamson: 
::Thinks good to be home again.::
ACO_Williams: 
::Materializes in the RR::
FCO_O`Guinn: 
*CTO* Acknowledged Tio I am heading back to the Huron then.
Randi: 
~~~~V:  I know V, I know...::sighing::~~~~
AXO_O`Guinn: 
::locks onto Lt Cmdr Thompson and beams him over to the RR::
CTO_Ayidee: 
CMO: Thank you Doctor, We're set to return as soon as you're ready.
CO_Adamson: 
::smiles:: ACO:  I have the conn again.  You have done great.
FCO_O`Guinn: 
COM: Huron: O'Guinn to Huron.
CMO_McDonald: 
CTO: whenever you are.. You two ready?
AXO_O`Guinn: 
*ACO*: Sir can I beam the investigation team?
CO_Adamson: 
::sees Thompson beam in.::  CID:  Welcome to the Huron Cmdr.
ACO_Williams: 
Computer: Log Captains Adamsons arrival on the Huron
LtCmdr_Thompson_CID: 
CO: thank you captain. what have your people found out so far?
AXO_O`Guinn: 
COM: O'Guinn: Go ahead Patrick.
CTO_Ayidee: 
COM: Huron: Beam the other 3 to Sickbay Direct, beam me to TR1 please.
CNS_Varesh: 
Dvari: We're trying to stabilize everybody, before it gets out of hand.
FCO_O`Guinn: 
COM: OPS: One to beam out.
CO_Adamson: 
CID:  I'll let Cmdr Williams explain that since he was in charge of the investigation.  It was sabotage though Cmdr.
AXO_O`Guinn: 
::activates transporters beaming everyone where they need to be::
CMO_McDonald: 
::notices Tio beat him to the call:: chuckles:: Tio: You beat me to the call.
ATO_Prasosh: 
::tries to move:: self: Err... I seem to have a.. ouch.. problem here...

ACTION: a team of Medics beams from the Silver Eagle into Huron's Sickbay and Treatment areas

Dvari: 
CNS: I understand. Just point me in the right direction.
CMO_McDonald: 
TO: whats that?
Randi: 
::watches as another one's systems fail, one by one, not able to stop it::
FCO_O`Guinn: 
::materializes on the bridge moves over taking seat:: OPS: I have the helm ma'am.
MO_LtJg_Thoren: 
::notices the new arrivals::
Dvari: 
::glances over at Precious and smiles::
TO_Tough: 
CMO:  What's what?
Medic: 
MO: who's in charge here?
CMO_McDonald: 
TO: Never mind sorry my mind is off somewhere else..
CTO_Ayidee: 
CMO: I figured you had other things to attend to.  ATO: Hold still, we'll beam you to the Huron and treat you. ::Doesn't like the way he's sitting on the floor.::
CNS_Varesh: 
::sighs with relief as the reinforcements arrive::
AXO_O`Guinn: 
FCO: Acknowledged Patrick. <PIP> ::releases the helm back to Patrick::
OPS_Pip: 
::releases the helm back to Patrick::
CMO_McDonald: 
CTO: whenever your ready, make the call to energize.
CNS_Varesh: 
Dvari: Marie's in my office at the moment just down the corridor, or you can grab a tricorder...
ACO_Williams: 
Thompson: We have traced the chemical to  the CEO, who appears to have been blown up in his attack, the patter of contamination seems to indicate a deliberate pattern
MO_LtJg_Thoren: 
::looks around for the doctor:: Medic: He is. ::pointing at McDonald::
CO_Adamson: 
::goes to her desk and hits the console.::  *ALL*:  All senior officers to the Observation Lounge.
FCO_O`Guinn: 
::takes flight control looks over course making minor adjustments::
ATO_Prasosh: 
CTO: Yeah... thanks.. ouch! ::decides to keep really still for now::
CMO_McDonald: 
CTO: guess we better get back huh.
Dvari: 
CNS: I'd prefer to remain here, Precious might need me.

ACTION: the Medics dispurse and begin treating people

AXO_O`Guinn: 
::great...just what I need now...turns and heads for the OL::
CMO_McDonald: 
COM: Huron 1 to beam to the OL
MO_LtJg_Thoren: 
::looks up at the announcement and heads for the turbolift::
CNS_Varesh: 
::hears the comm:: Dvari: Understood. I have to get to the OL. ::nods to Randi to join him::
Randi: 
::walks over to V::
CMO_McDonald: 
::watches as he is beamed to the OL::
ACO_Williams: 
Thompson: Our CTO will be preparing a full report
Dvari: 
::grabs a tricorder and moves over near Precious to treat another injured crewman::
CNS_Varesh: 
::gives Randi a hug, and steers her our SiB to the nearest TL::
Randi: 
::lays her head on his shoulder::
CMO_McDonald: 
::stands at the back:: goes and finds a seat in the OL::
ATO_Prasosh: 
::passes out from the pain in his back and shoulders::
MO_LtJg_Thoren: 
::steps offf the turbolift and heads for the obseervation lounge::
CSO_Hewitt: 
::beams into OL::
Randi: 
CNS:  V, I am so tired...
Dvari: 
::wipes her brow and begins another scan::
CNS_Varesh: 
::short TL ride and exits onto the bridge:: Randi: I know, I could sleep for a week. ::enters the OL::
FCO_O`Guinn: 
::turns flight control over and walks into the OL::
Dvari: 
::watches Precious from the corner of her eye::
MO_LtJg_Thoren: 
::stands near a window::
Randi: 
::walks into the OL, leaning against V for support::
CO_Adamson: 
::Walks into the OL and takes her place at the front, waiting on George.::
AXO_O`Guinn: 
::takes a seat wondering what this is all about::
CTO_Ayidee: 
::Enters Lounge and takes seat on the window ledge.::
XO_Williams: 
::Follows the Captain into the observation lounge::
CSO_Hewitt: 
::takes sit in back::
XO_Williams: 
::Looks around::
CNS_Varesh: 
::gets Randi seated, sits next to her and looks at Chloe:: ~~~~CO: You are at least safe and unharmed...~~~~
CO_Adamson: 
ALL:  I know your all tired and deserve some rest and I promise you will get it.  I'm very proud of you and so is SF.  I'm getting only good comments and review from the people we are rescused.
XO_Williams: 
::whispers:: CO: If I may address the crew first Ma'am
CMO_McDonald: 
::smiles::
CO_Adamson: 
::Nods and smiles at V still not used to the fact he can get into her head. Whispers to the XO:: XO:  Of course Cmdr.
Randi: 
::lays against V and tries to stay awake::
XO_Williams: 
ALL: I am very pleased to report that Captain Adamson has resumed command of the USS Huron
CMO_McDonald: 
::smiles::
CO_Adamson: 
::smiles::
XO_Williams: 
All: It has been my pleasure to serve you as Acting CO, but It is even better to have CO Adamson back
XO_Williams: 
CO: The crew is yours Captain
Dvari: 
::turns over the case to another relief medic and heads back to Precious::
CO_Adamson: 
::smiles:: XO:  Thank you George.
OPS_O`Guinn: 
::sits there trying to listen...starts shaking now that everything is over with:: Self: I don't know that I am cut out for this. ::tries to calm down::
CO_Adamson: 
ALL:  I won't keep y ou longer then need be, but SFC is insisting that I perform this duty.  ::grins::  CNS:  LtJg Varesh front and center.
Randi: 
::jerks awake hearing V's name::
OPS_O`Guinn: 
::wraps my arms around myself trying to hide my shaking hands...wills myself to pay attention::
Dvari: 
Precious: See, that didn't take too long. Now are you ready for a surprise?
CNS_Varesh: 
::blinks, gets up and walks over to Chloe:: CO: Yes, ma'am? 
CO_Adamson: 
::grinning picking up a box:: CNS:  For your excellent service to this ship and Starfleet, I'm proud to promote you to full Lieutenant.  ::takes the pip out and pins to his collar.::
CNS_Varesh: 
~~~~Chloe: I'll get you for this.~~~~ CO: Thank you, ma'am.
Randi: 
V:  Yes V !!!! ::whistles::
XO_Williams: 
CNS: Congratulations Lt
CO_Adamson: 
::chuckles at V.::
CTO_Ayidee: 
::Tries to clap, but paw pads just wont' make the noise.::
CMO_McDonald: 
::claps:: CNS: Congrats V..
CO_Adamson: 
::looks to George for the next box.::
Precious: 
Dvari: Oh yes, please....brownies?
CNS_Varesh: 
::smiles pleasantly at the crew:: ALL: Thanks, I think.
XO_Williams: 
::Hands her the next box::
CSO_Hewitt: 
::watches from back of room at Randi and V::
CO_Adamson: 
CTO:  LtJG Ayidee front and center.
Randi: 
::starts clapping before presentation::
CTO_Ayidee: 
::Slides off window sill and moves to front.::
CTO_Ayidee: 
CO: Yes ma'am?  ::Salutes.::
Randi: 
CO:  Sorry Maam, ::turns red::
Dvari: 
Precious: Brownies it is....let's go. ::grabs her hand and escorts Precious from sickbay::
CNS_Varesh: 
::grins at Randi::
CO_Adamson: 
::smiling.::  CTO:  For your service to this ship and SF, I'm proud to promote you to full Lieutenant.  I just wish Capt McDonald was here to see this, she would have been very proud of you.  She held a high opinion of you Lt.
Randi: 
CTO: All right Tio!  ::and whistles for him::
CTO_Ayidee: 
CO: Thank you ma'am.  I wish it as well.
XO_Williams: 
CTO: Congratulations Lt
CMO_McDonald: 
::smiles and claps for Tio::
CO_Adamson: 
::smiles at him.::
CNS_Varesh: 
::applauds::
CO_Adamson: 
FCO:  LtJg Patrick O'Guinn front and centre.
CTO_Ayidee: 
::Sits back at window.::
Randi: 
::is jumping up and down now, Patrick gets one too::
Dvari: 
::enters the messhall and programs the replicator::
FCO_O`Guinn: 
::looks up to the CO...standing up walks up front comst attention and salutes:: CO: Yes ma'am.
OPS_O`Guinn: 
::comes out of my daze hearing Patrick's name...looks around to see what is going on::
CNS_Varesh: 
Randi: Endorphin level up? ::grins::
Randi: 
::edging over to Tio::  CTO: I am so proud of you ::reaching up to his ears, gives him a good scratch::
CTO_Ayidee: 
::Purrs while tail shakes violently.::  Randi: Thank you.
Dvari: 
::the odor of chocolate fills the entire messhall as the brownies appear::
ATO_Prasosh: 
::still unconcious, rolls over, falls from the biobed and breaks his whrist too::
Randi: 
CNS:   You bet! My three favorite men on the ship!  ::grinning from ear to ear::
CO_Adamson: 
::smiling:: FCO:  For your excellent service to this ship and Starfleet.  I am proud to promote you to Full Lieutenant.   ::whispers::  Oh btw there is a surprise in your quarters to help you and your wife celebrate tonight or whenever.  A little something I picked up in Ireland.
XO_Williams: 
FCO: Congratulations Lt
Precious: 
Dvari: Can I have one huh?
CO_Adamson: 
CNS/CTO/FCO:  Congratulations to you all.
FCO_O`Guinn: 
CO: Thank ye ma'am. ::steps back and salutes::
Randi: 
::turns toward the CO and claps loudly for all of them::
CTO_Ayidee: 
::Tries to clap, tries to whistle like Randi, but decides he needs to just clap and not worry about the noise.::
CMO_McDonald: 
::claps::
CNS_Varesh: 
Randi: I don't know about you, but I can sleep for a week after this.
Randi: 
CNS: Amen to that one V!
Dvari: 
::hands Precious a large brownie:: Precious: Here you go.
OPS_O`Guinn: 
::looks around dazed:: Self: What did I miss? Knows Patrick got promoted...but what else happened::
Dvari: 
::the child devours it in two bites:: Precious: Hey there, slow down.

<<<<<END Mission>>>>>
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